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BOND King Size Bed BOKP11
features a geometric-patterned wood
headboard and a playful
contemporary statement piece.

This piece combines artistic design
and unique geometric shapes to
create a signature style. Featuring
two drawers, six shelves, and one
hanging bar

Perfect for stylish storage, this
elegant armoire creates a functional
and luxurious spot to store your
valuables. Crafted in High Sheen
Gray Frize Eucalyptus, the new piece
features three large and f

The standout feature of this model is
the back of the chair, which has an
extended wooden base that adds
support and more definition to the
piece. 

These are made with Hurtado’s high-
quality materials, handcrafted with a
metal base with legs, and have wood
inlays on the arms.

These pieces are handcrafted with
metal bases with legs and wood
inlays on the arms, making them the
ideal centerpiece for your living area.
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COMPANY INFORMATION
HURTADO FURNITURE was founded in 1940 in Spain and has its beginnings making altar pieces made of marble and wood in South America,
Central America and Spain. HURTADO is one of Spain’s leading manufacturers of upscale and European-style furniture with a presence in more
than 50 countries including the United States, Europe, Asia, the Middle East, and South America. At HURTADO’s factory in Valencia, Spain,
each piece of furniture is produced according to traditional hand-crafting techniques and uses the most advanced technology in systems of
production and quality control. Each design is classical but modern in conception yet deeply rooted in its artisan tradition. Hurtado Furniture has
service, innovation and craftsmanship as constant pillars of the brand. One encounters a range of influences in each Hurtado collection as can
be seen in the Evolution and Traditional collections. HURTADO is now a third generation company that has grown into an internationally
renowned furniture producer of high-end furniture by preserving the hallmarks and traditions of the HURTADO brand.
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